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ABSTRACT
Today's business operations and decision management demand that firms respond
efficiently in an increasingly dynamic and highly competitive external environment.
Business-to-business firms need insight about markets and customers along the entire sales
and marketing cycle. This demand is complicated by the inflexibility of legacy systems and
growing distributed architectures add even more internal complexity. In addition, gaps and
mismatches between strategy and execution constrain the ability to understand the customer
experience. This challenging context requires an agile, collaborative, and flexible framework
in order to acquire, analyze, model, and evaluate information necessary for improving
customer insights and making data-driven decisions to enhance the customer journey.
This thesis analyzes how to effectively shorten the customer journey and related
sales cycle in business-to-business firms through the use of new technologies. My research
examines the benefits and challenges of applied machine learning and predictive analytics to
improve critical stages in the sales and marketing process by making assisted decisions that
accelerate the sales cycle and increase performance. This thesis focuses on methodologies
for promoting and fostering technology adoption, improving business decisions and
performance, and accelerating digital transformation.
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INTRODUCTION

This thesis is intended for use by executives of business-to-business (B2B) firms that
are seeking to improve sales effectiveness by implementing digital transformation
initiatives, as well as for technology-driven companies that are developing solutions and
platforms for the new digital era. The digital business environment requires a new
understanding of the customer journey and of behaviors that novel technologies enable users
to understand. I evaluate new solutions, practices, and trends for improving the definition,
design, and implementation of technology solutions. I also consider solutions for introducing
a digital transformation initiative that improves the firm's understanding of the customer
journey and the use of assisted data-driven decisions that lead to success in the marketplace.
The first chapter, "Digital Evolution and Sales and Marketing Solutions," provides a
general overview of the digital evolution of information and automation technologies that
lead to an understanding of the convergence of different technologies, sciences, and
disciplines, and their impact on today's digital capabilities. The second part of the chapter
explains the development of sales and marketing applications and software solutions like
Sales Force Automation (SFA), Customer Relationship Management (CRM), ConfigurationPrice-Quote applications (CPQ), and sales enablement tools. I briefly look at the explosion
of multiple new solutions available in the market as a result of the evolution of technologies
over the last ten years.
The second chapter, "Business-to-Business Customer Journey," explains various
perspectives and development phases in sales and marketing. My purpose is to describe how
the understanding of the customer journey has evolved. Consideration is given to new
approaches after the 2000s, focused on the introduction of new concepts of customer
9

experience, customer journey, and account-based management. This chapter also provides
an explanation of the sales and marketing stages in the B2B market space, including lead
management, sales enablement, account and contact management, opportunity scoring, sales
management, planning, and forecasting. Those explanations clearly map the customer
journey in the B2B market space, including trends, challenges and opportunities.
The third chapter, "Machine Learning and Predictive Analytics Solutions," explains
the relevance of data and the internet to understanding the customer journey by identifying
customers' behaviors and engaging existing and potential customers earlier in the process
with appropriate content. The chapter is divided in four sections, each corresponding to a
critical challenge in the B2B sales cycle:
Personalization of Content Management
-

Increase Qualified Leads

-

Segmentation, Customer, and Opportunity Insights

-

Reducing Time-to-Quote and Improving Price Precision.

These four sections describe how machine learning and predictive analytics can be applied
to improve the B2B sale cycle, both from a customer's perspective and from the sales and
marketing organization's standpoint.
Both the digital evolution and the understanding of the customer journey demand a
new approach when adopting new technologies. The fourth chapter provides a detailed
explanation about how this evolution has had an impact on management decisions when
firms implement new technologies, specifically artificial intelligence solutions in the sales
and marketing field. The chapter provides a framework for creating and capturing value by
defining business use and aligning the new operating model of the organization. The

10

modernization of the information technology architecture, the ability to store and analyze
extensive datasets from multiple sources, the intelligent validation of algorithm, the
organizational design and the focus on talent acquisition and retention are critical success
factors for creating value in technology implementations and for delivering sustainable
growth in the long term. These elements become even more relevant when firms decide to
implement an artificial intelligence solution and measure the value achieved.
The fifth chapter concludes the thesis with a summary of the benefits of machine
learning and predictive analytics when seeking to understand the customer journey in the
sales and marketing processes. I also outline several recommendations for creating a
successful implementation that improves the likelihood of success as the firm works toward
a digital transformation.

11

CHAPTER 1
THE DIGITAL EVOLUTION AND
SALES AND MARKETING SOLUTIONS

THE DIGITAL EVOLUTION
The evolution of technology and its disruptive capabilities are generating exponential
change in the business dynamic, which demands a new focus. Just twenty years ago,
company leaders had little understanding of the impact of technology and competition.'
Furthermore, some firms used to see and understand the relationship between technology,
organization, and market structure as affecting only high-technology industries. Those
industries are subject to the same market forces as most industries, but some forces were
especially crucial for high-technology companies, such as network effects and the
economics of information. 2 In recent years, significant changes have occurred in the
structure of existing industries and the creation of new industries, both driven by forces that
were considered only to affect high-technology industries. Undoubtedly, digital technologies
have begun to change the habits and behaviors of individuals, society, and businesses.3 At
the same time, digital transformation is forcing firms to understand how to compete in
today's information technology age.
Considering that businesses have used hardware, software, and networks for many
years, it is remarkable to see the relatively low level of adoption compared with the
exponential deployment that will be needed in the future. In its early stages, technology was
seen as an enabler for increasing business profits by improving business processes. For
example, when Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) became available, the primary reason
12

why firms implemented it was to improve corporate performance by integrating and aligning
the business processes of multiple departments across the organization in order to increase
efficiencies. 4 Also, investments and technology deployments leaned toward reducing costs
or redesigning value chains. The ability to connect different activities across the
organizations permitted firms to create a consistent process that linked resources and
accelerated execution, as well as to manage information.
In highly diversified companies, the same idea of eliminating inefficiencies by
integrating new technologies was even more relevant. In some cases, it went beyond
departments, business divisions, and geographies, aiming to implement share service centers
to standardize back-office operations, and reduce risk, and cost. Other companies took
advantage of standardized processes to successfully integrate new business acquisitions.
Globalization also required particular actions along the same line. Most firms accelerated
their expansion programs and guaranteed a successful execution by standardizing business
operations.
To address the standardization and integration challenges, firms decided to
implement new information systems and communication technologies capable of upscaling
the quality of processes and data. That concept also meant improving coordination among
resources to ensure the flow and accuracy of the data, as well as accessing and consolidating
information more rapidly and remotely. Firms were successful when they were able to
prevent or eliminate internal silos and improve collaboration inside the organization and
with customers, partners, contractors, or suppliers. Erik Brynjolfsson and Lorin Hitt5 studied
the diffusion of low-cost information technologies and the shift in organization economics
toward greater use of teams and more decentralized decision making. The authors concluded
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that firms using decentralized work systems have higher demands for information
technology and show higher output as a result of their investment in information technology.
A similar situation occurred with automation technologies. Standardized operations
allowed for simplification of manufacturing processes and promoted the implementation of
automation technologies in different activities. Since the late 1960s, the manufacturing
industry has employed different types of programmable controllers that have evolved to
include control systems in computer-based systems. 6 At the same time, a diverse range of
new technology systems has emerged, capable of delivering solutions to design products and
processes, schedule production, and simulate and optimize processes in most manufacturing
industries. In the 1980s, more powerful mainframe and personal computers enabled the
creation of remote controllers and robots. In the 1990s, the surge of the internet and
Microsoft becoming the standard operating systems for industry and personal computers,
promoted the development of standard protocols for operation technologies.
The information technology sector experienced a similar evolution during the last 50
years, from the increasing computing power of mainframes in the 1970s led by IBM, to the
development in the 1980s of the personal computer, the expansion of network capabilities,
and the development of business software solutions. Along with operating systems came
Enterprise Resource Systems (ERP), Customer Relationship Management (CRM),
Manufacturing Execution Systems (MES), as well as other software for digitizing business
and operations processes and information. In 1990, with the arrival of new operating
software and the internet, organizations had to redesign their operating model and
technology enterprise architecture to automate their core capabilities.7
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At the same time, the role of CIO was defined and refined as technology continue to
progress. Mark Chun and John Mooney8 studied the evolution and change of the technology
roles and responsibilities in organizations from the 1970s to the early 2000s. Their research
found that information systems executives were responsible for "acquiring and setting up the
technical infrastructure to process and store information within the firm" in the 1970s and
1980s. By the 1990s, the title of CIO was introduced, and in the late 1990s and early 2000s,
the CIO was viewed as a key individual responsible for managing and leveraging
technologies within the firm's silos to add value to the business.
The internet boom in the late 1990s was a critical moment when technologies
emerged and combined, creating new products that shaped a wave of innovation. Hal R.
Varian calls it "combinatorial innovations" (taking into consideration Schumpeter's ideas of
a "new combination of productive means"9 ), and that "a first success always produces a
cluster"' 0 that impacts the demand side, supply side, and complements. The exponential
evolution of computing capabilities and performance, expansion of the availability and
performance of local wireless digital communications, and massive growth of worldwide
data storage enabled companies to access new technologies with higher precision and little
cost for additional complexity."
During the same period, smart mobile devices have transformed operations
management by connecting equipment and resources across production processes. These
solutions collect, store, display, contextualize and analyze information to achieve asset
reliability, and improve process efficiencies supporting decisions in production and
maintenance operations. The revolution in mobile devices and the increasing level of
adoption focuses businesses and entrepreneurs toward investigating ways to extend the
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capabilities of their brands by using mobile technology to reach their consumers more than
ever, as Collins and Ellis explained in their book Mobile Devices.12 Mary Meeker, internet
and new technologies venture capitalist and analyst, in her annual trends report for the past
five years, points out that people use their mobile devices more than ever, and businesses
want to be where their customers are and where they can have a real-time impact on their
customers' buying behavior.' 3
The evolution of the internet and mobile devices triggered the concept of the Internet
of Things (IoT), which can be defined as "interconnection of things" used to sense and
report real-world information. 1 Solving the limited storage capacity and computing speed of
computers or phones, the new computing capabilities, cloud and edge computing, and
mobile devices are expanding the possibility of connecting and incorporating the internet in
every aspect of people's lives. With the IoT, the amount of data storage and transmission
have increased exponentially. Boston Consulting Group predicted in 2017 that the IoT
market would reach over $250 billion by 2020, according to its market analysis, "Winning
in IoT, It is All About The Business Processes."

5

BCG said the real value is not just about

connecting things, but also triggering automated actions, providing meaningful insights, and
promoting data-driven decision making.
The combinatorial innovation behind the internet, and then mobile devices, brought
the idea of connecting things and connecting people. As the IoT progresses, there is a similar
revolution on the people side. Platforms where users share media, ideas, news, links, or any
content between themselves and their neighbors, the expansion of social networks reflects
perfectly the structure and dynamics of society.' 6 Mobile devices have accelerated the use of
social networking tools and the generation of social media content. The result of connecting
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people and things has driven an explosive growth of information now available over the
internet.
Information management has been a core component of technology evolution since
its earliest stages. The International Association for Statistical Computing (IASC) was
founded in 1977 to foster worldwide interest in useful statistical computing, and to exchange
technical knowledge between statisticians, computing professionals, organizations,
institutions, governments, and the general public.1 7 In 1990, organizations multiplied the
amount of data collected with limited storage, computing, and visualization capabilities.
During the same period the topics Data Science, Data Mining, and Big Data were included
in conferences and publications. Cox and Ellesworth's use of the term "Big Data" is
commonly accepted as the first time anyone used it, although the honor of actually defining
the term must go to Doug Laney."8 In 2001, Laney explained that "business conditions and
mediums are pushing traditional data management principles to their limits, giving rise to a
novel, more formalized approaches," and he introduced the framework called "threedimensional data challenge of increasing data volume, velocity, and variety."

19

Distributed Systems are the next key milestone in the evolution of information
management, facilitating distributed storage and processing of datasets of big data in the
early 2000s. Apache Hadoop is the most relevant open-source data framework that allows
for the distributed processing of large datasets across clusters of computers using simple
programming models.2 0 Its software ecosystem can work with structured and unstructured
data for batch and real-time online transaction processing (OLTP) applications and online
application processing (OLAP) analytics. These possibilities have been a game changer for
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business leaders, helping them to generate knowledge based on information and making
decisions based on data.
The next milestone was how to analyze the increasing amount of data. EMC Digital
Universe (with research and analysis by IDC) estimated that the digital universe of data
doubles in size every two years, so that by 2020 the data created and copied annually will
reach 44 zettabytes or 44 trillion gigabytes. 21 The convergence of the evolution of data
management software and applications, with the computational power of the cloud, has set
the groundwork for unlocking the potential of artificial intelligence. The primary goal is not
just to store, manage, and compute data, but also the ability to define the best algorithm that
optimizes a solution, thereby allowing researchers to reach the point where computerized
strategic problem solving has reached the level of the best human strategic problem solvers.
Machines that can complete cognitive tasks are even more important than machines that can
accomplish physical ones.
Although artificial intelligence appeared before 1950, with conceptual progress from
the 5th century B.C. to the 1940s, the consensus among scientists is that the beginning of
artificial intelligence dates from 1950 when two events encouraged scientist working
together to create the new era of artificial intelligence. The first event occurred when Alan
Turing published in 1950 the results of his test to determine the evidence of "imaginable
digital computers which would do well in the imitation game.",2 That game simulates
attempts to identify which of two agents, located in two separate rooms, is a human and
which is a computer imitating a human, based on their responses in conversations on diverse
topics. A few years later, in 1956, John McCarthy led a summer research conference at
Dartmouth College in Hanover, New Hampshire. That conference included the term
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artificial intelligence, the first time the phrase was used, and the conference included
essential content and ideas for the next stages in the evolution of the discipline.
Since the 1960s, the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA), the
organization that researches emerging technologies for the United States Department of
Defense, has invested and funded artificial intelligence projects for possible use by the
military. The result of those projects has benefitted other sectors as well. In the late 1970s,
expert systems were designed to emulate human expert reasoning and decision making. In
the 1980s those systems became more relevant, combining hardware with storage and
computation capabilities to allocate the knowledge base of the system, software with rulesbased and inference engines to calculate and support decisions, and input/output techniques
that allow interacting with the environment to capture information. Methods constructed
based on mathematical theories have played a fundamental role in the development of
artificial intelligence models since the very beginning,2 4 thereafter evolving from
computational learning theory and pattern recognition to machine learning. Machine
learning is the field of scientific study that concentrates on the construction of induction
algorithms and other algorithms that can be said to "learn"2 5 and make predictions on data.
During 1 990s, the Dynamic Analysis and Replanning Tool (DART), an artificial
intelligence system for planning and implementing an effective military response to a crisis
that solved critical logistical inefficiencies, provided significant savings to the US military,
and paid off DARPA funds and investments.

26 In

1997 was the first time that a computer

demonstrated intelligence in an area that requires human intelligence.

27

Garry Kasparov,

world chess champion at the time, was beaten in a six-game match by Deep Blue, an
artificial intelligence expert system programmed by a team from IBM. Also, new
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developments in hybrid intelligence and ensemble methods played a significant role
encouraging interdisciplinary approaches toward problem solving. Thus, multiple domain
integrations enabled experts from several fields, including engineering, biology, computer
science and cognitive sciences, to progress much faster using artificial intelligence and
machine learning.2 8
In the first two decades of the 2000s, interest and progress in artificial intelligence
has grown exponentially (see Figure 1), with the evolution of neural networks and deep
learning as part of machine learning, playing a significant role. A key example was the
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Fig. 1. Growth in search terms: artificial intelligence, machine learning
and deep learning (5 year)
Source: Google Trend

convoluted neural network classification algorithm presented in December 2012 by a group
of researchers, which improved image recognition accuracy to 85% and promoted further
advancement toward achieving 96% accuracy two years later 29 (slightly higher than human
accuracy, which is about 95%.)
In this section, I analyzed the evolution and convergence of different technologies.
The advancement in computing capabilities and performance, the expansion of the
20

availability and performance of mobile devices and digital communications, and the access
to big data and extensive storage capabilities-all encourage the development of more
accurate algorithms, and give access to new and democratized technology resources with
higher precision and little cost in additional complexity. These technologies are shaping a
new period of combinatorial innovations with new applications and solutions that will
accelerate returns and improve performance.

SALES AND MARKETING SOLUTIONS
Sales and marketing software solutions have evolved not only as digital technology
has progressed, but also as business strategies transform commercial organizations. Bob
Kestnbaum was one of the pioneers of analyzing and measuring customer experience in a
commercial context.30 With his wife, they developed the first digital marketing database to
apply a direct marketing strategy. In the second half of the 1980s, the first contact
management solutions were developed to allow access to stored and indexed customer
details and facilitate the management of customer information.3 1 During that period, the
sales and marketing systems then in use did not capture customer responses because
software and communication capabilities only permitted the capture of internal and
marketing outbound information.
In the late 1980s and early 1990s, the evolution of network architecture and the
incorporation of personal computers in office environments set the groundwork for a new
generation of tools. The most critical applications were Campaign Management, Sales Force
Automation, and Customer Service Support. These three technology solutions supported
organizations at different point of contact with customers. The first point of contact was the
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marketing campaign. Campaign Management applications allowed the organization to
coordinate and manage marketing campaigns using the database of existing and potential
customers. These were primary tools that did not allow segmentation into multiple sales
stages or monitoring customer responses and actions, as is possible today.
Another application, Sales Force Automation software, was oriented toward
supporting sales teams during pre-sales activities ranging from lead generation, sales quotes
creation, to tracking the evolution of sales opportunities, and placement of customer sales
orders. At the time, contact management tools were separate from other solutions. Even
though those tools did not have the capabilities they have today, they were the building
block for developing the next generations of sales and marketing tools in an integrated
approach.
Finally, Customer Service Support software addressed primarily after-sales
activities, from help desks, contact and call centers, to field service support. These tools
brought the most value when the software was connected to internal or customer systems. In
the beginning, these connections occurred on demand or in a batch process because at the
time it was difficult to connect on a real-time basis. However, the obvious benefits of realtime connections set in motion the requirement for the future.
These three applications demonstrated unlimited value for developing relationships
and loyalty with customers, and they were the basis for the next step. In 1995, Contact
Management and Sales Force Automation tools were consolidated into a single tool called
Customer Relationship Management (CRM). Large companies like SAP, Oracle, and
Microsoft, which were leading the Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) market, decided to
enter the CRM business to fill that gap in their portfolio and to complement their software
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suites with front-end solutions. Such a move was possible by taking advantage of their early
experiences with integrating different users' departments and functions into a single tool
designed to connect the processes across their customers' organizations. That strategy was
driven by major acquisitions and extensive internal investment and development. Therefore,
as described earlier in the digital evolution section, by the 1990s, the convergence of these
technologies defined the landscape for software companies, including for sales and
marketing solutions.
In a parallel effort, solution providers evolved their solutions as customer's
organizations transformed their strategies. Those transformations originated as a result of
global expansion plans, process standardizations, mergers and acquisitions, and shifts to
solution-selling strategies. Companies, mainly in the B2B environment, decided to change
their sales strategies from products and/or services to complex sales solutions. This shift not
only encompassed the inclusion of diverse products and services in a single solution but also
new capabilities that could be developed internally, externally, or in some combination of
both.12

All these transformations required different skills from the professional sales force,
as well as new technologies. Salesforce management is one of the most important strategic
issues in a B2B CRM context. Salesforce management solutions should include salesforce
automation capabilities that efficiently and effectively manage buyer-seller relationships,
both key account management features to allocate the right activities to the right customers,
and to support the goods-to-service shift to build long-term buyer-seller relationships via
services propositions.3 3
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In that challenging scenario, firms had to choose one of two possible options when
selecting a CRM solution provider and defining its implementation plan. The first option
was to connect or integrate the single front-office customer solution to the ERP system. The
second option was to implement the sales and marketing module included in the ERP
package. Both ideas required extraordinary effort and internal alignment that most
organizations were not prepared to put forth; as well as capabilities and benefits that
technology companies were not able to deliver. For that reason, the latter part of the 1990s
was a time when solution providers competed to develop their software platform even
thought they could only offer high expectation and poor tangible results for customers and
users.
Nevertheless, the internet boom allowed the creation of the next generation of CRM
solutions. The internet not only incorporated internal connectivity and communication to
improve coordination and performance but also the possibility of connecting with customers
and experiencing real benefits by implementing CRM systems. The concept of business
integration using technology confronted the idea of technology connectivity to accelerate the
business process. With the development of e-CRMs in the early 2000s, some companies
decided to implement ERP and CRM on different platforms and connect both systems.
Other companies, mostly large firm with a high degree of business process standardization,
implemented system platforms with modular architecture to facilitate control, governance,
and reuse of business processes components.
After 2006, digital technologies facilitated a new path for creating the next stage in
the evolution of sales and marketing solutions. The combination of new computing power
and the expansion of wireless digital communication resulted in the rapid growth and
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deployment of mobile devices, cloud technology infrastructures, and computing services.
These innovations amplified device connectivity and the ability to capture, store, and
analyze data.
All this technological progress encouraged the development of electronic social
media, and with this the possibility of better understanding customer knowledge and
reinventing interactions with customers. As artificial intelligence and social media platforms
continue to grow, many companies are focused on social network analytics. Advancement in
segmentation and classification methods, network structure, nodes and edge analysis, and
robust graph visualization, are enabling the study of relationships within and between users
and groups to model interactions and include assumptions about how best to describe with
and explain a social network3 4 of existing and potential customers. Internal and external data
is digitally captured by a wide range of devices, software, applications, platforms, at any
time and everywhere. Thus, a large amount of customer data is digitally accessible and
attainable to intelligent, supervised and unsupervised learning methodologies that shed
insight on customer preferences and behaviors along the customer journey. The Internet of
Things and the digital transformation initiative are valuable sources of information for sales.
Customer information captured by connected devices can provide insightful information for
upselling products and services in addition to providing better customer service.
All of these transformations have occurred as a consequence of multiple technologydriven innovations that create new ways to interact with customers to understand their
needs, and to shape a new environment to compete in a digital marketplace with new rules
and requirements. Combinatorial technology innovation has created exponential growth of
new sales and marketing solutions and categories far beyond the original CRM applications
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created in the 1990s (see Figure 2).
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Nowadays, new solutions with new capabilities are launched in a more disruptive
mode, expanding the scope of sales and marketing solutions. According to Scott Brinker, by
2017 there were more than 5,200 firms in the sales and marketing landscape. Nine percent of
the firms were enterprises with more than 1,000 employees or were public; 44.2% were
private businesses with less than 1,000 employees or no funding data; and 48.8% were
investor-funded startups at some stage in the pre-exit process.3 5
Today the solutions are focused on solving specific parts of the sales and marketing
process or addressing new market requirements. Most of the new solutions are created by
small new ventures firms that promote disruptive technology applications taking a niche
market approach. Some solutions target novel technologies in specific industries, for
example, consumer goods. Other solutions target a more specific market space, such as
26

search engine optimization or interactive content, while many others develop new
technology solutions for a specific market space with industry expertise, for example,
marketing analytics for B2B firms. Such a strategy not only increases the diversity and
complexity of selecting and implementing a sale and marketing technology, but it also
increases the challenge to integrate a solution to the problem of out-of-date legacy systems
and older architectures of an organization. Rapid evolution and expansion of category
offerings are preventing faster consolidation of the sector. However, on the other hand, the
small new venture firms are the target of high-value acquisitions from large solution
providers that are looking to consolidate the available technology in the market into a single
platform to attract customers. Both forces create a more competitive environment, not only
for the technology but also the portfolio strategy in a sector that is in the development stage.
This period today is similar to the one experienced by ERP two decades ago, but today the
sales and marketing function requires a different set of characteristics that make this sector
far different from ERP and other technologies. This topic will be explored in the next
chapter.
The idea of platforming is growing in the sector, first by offering customers a singleplatform solution as a set of multiple sales and marketing tools, or second, as a multisidedplatform concept that creates value by engaging two or more market "sides" that go beyond
their direct customers or traditional suppliers. 3 6 Cloud-based and software-as-a-service
(SaaS) solutions with mobile and analytics capabilities are growing in the market. The
central dilemma when selecting a technology remains in the speed to market and strategic
agility required to succeed in the marketplace. Therefore, the best solution is one that
optimizes benefits and allows flexibility. The challenge of enterprise architecture is to
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integrate solutions in a dynamic and fully digitized business environment. Cloud space is
creating iPaaS(Information Platform as a System), which is a solution that delivers
converged data and application integration capabilities such as batch- and message-based
transport, data transformation, connectivity, and orchestration, with the core engine
executing exclusively in the cloud.3 7
The evolution of sales and marketing solutions is currently in a development and
expansion stage, bringing new technologies and applications to improve customer
experience and increase business value. The next chapter analyzes the roots and
development of the customer experience and how technology is changing business
management by understanding the customer journey in business-to-business.
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CHAPTER 2
THE BUSINESS-TO-BUSINESS CUSTOMER JOURNEY

Creating a comprehensive customer experience is critical for any organization that
wants to lead in the marketplace. Firms are including Customer Success and Customer
Experience roles that include more extensive functions and responsibilities than previous
customer service or customer support roles. Sales and Marketing leaders are now extremely
dependent on digital technologies. According to Gartner's Chief Marketing Officers Spend
Survey, marketing budget allocations to technology are increasing. The survey suggests that
leaders allocate 27% of their expense budget to technology (equalling 3.24% of overall
revenue) compared with the CIO technology spend of 3.4% of revenue. 38Clearly, technology
is transforming the way firms understand the customer journey.
This chapter examines the evolution of the customer journey, while also defining the
characteristics of the sales and marketing customer journey in the B2B environment. It also
identifies trends and challenges to improving the customer journey.

EVOLUTION OF THE CUSTOMER JOURNEY
Theories of customer behavior date back many years. The Chartered Institute of
Marketing (originally named the Sales Managers ' Association) was established in the UK in
1911. It arrived at a time when the science and art of management were in their infancy. 3 9
During the last century, concepts such as customer service, customer satisfaction, service
quality, and customer support ignited interest in furthering progress in the field. In the U.S.,
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the Marketing Science Institute was founded in 1961 to bring the best of science to the
complex world of marketing. 40 In the mid- 1960s, Philip Kotler developed buying behavior
models that consider "customers are neither so simple that they do not require study nor so
complex that there are no rewards from the study." 4 ' These models described the behavior of
buyer as customer decision-making process.
At the end of 1960s, John Howard, in his book A Theory ofBuyer Behavior, assumed
that customer selection is not random but systematic. Behavior is more or less repetitive and
occurs in a purchase cycle that depends on the nature of the product (for example, for
durable goods the cycle is long and infrequent). Buyers develop decisions paths based on
different experiences and proof of satisfaction called decisions mediators. Also, the evoked
set is based on decisions linked to time pressure, financial status, personality traits, social
and organization settings (specifically in B2B purchasing), social class, and culture. 42
These theories were put forth a few years after the first phase of technology
evolution explained in chapter one. In January 1970, Howard published a note in the Journal
ofMarketing related to buyer behavior and related technological advances, in which he
made the following comment:
For Marketing Information Systems: The new technology will facilitate the
development of a marketing information system. Such a system typically
implies a commitment to collect facts on the same variables for several
periods of time. The theory will assist this task (1) by specifying the facts, and
(2) by suggesting ways of collecting facts. Moreover, the statistical techniques
could form an essential part of such a system.
And concluding:
Large accretions of knowledge breakthroughs ... seem to occur when
different and often apparently unrelated strands of development begin to
merge. The new technology represents one such merger, in fact, a set of two
mergers. First, there is the merger in psychology. Cognitive learning and
motivation theories have begun to come together. Second, two types of
research in marketing that were largely separate in the period 1955 to 196530

the quantitative and behavioral approaches to buyer behavior-have since
joined into a single stream.
Another but different kind of merger appears imminent-the manager and the
market. Management science and operations research have largely been
concerned with normative models. However, these models made no pretense
of representing the manager's thought processes. They were substitutes for
these processes. One is beginning to observe that some of the highly
competent people associated with this management science/operations
research point of view are attempting to build formal models that are
integrated into a manager's thinking processes, which currently seem rather
idiosyncratic. This view will merge rapidly with the new technology, and a
most exciting period in marketing should be the consequence. The new Thus,
because a manager's underlying technology can replace many of the
subjective estimates with objective data. premises will be more accurate; his
decision process will be more systematic. 43

In the 1970s, researchers and practitioners focused their studies on defining key
metrics for assessing overall customer satisfaction, evaluating customer perceptions and
attitudes, and developing empirical models to identify critical drivers. 44 Consumption
analysis considered individuals, groups, and organizations as information processing units in
response to characteristics and grouped them in categories. 45 That effort contributed to
improving customer loyalty as customer satisfaction improved, and the customer was
considered to be a logical thinker who approaches the process of purchasing as a process of
problem-solving.46
Intense competition from Japan, which set a high-quality production standard,
focused the attention of the world on the need to compete on the basis of quality. Concepts
like Total Quality Management became widely diffused in the 1980s, and in 1987 ISO
published its first quality management standard known as ISO9000.47 In order to link

marketing and operations with a focus on quality, SERVQUAL was designed. Its main
objective was to capture customer expectation and perceptions of service quality by
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assessing five dimensions: tangibles, reliability, responsiveness, assurance, and empathy. 48
Service quality brought to customer experience a context within which experiences
increased the journey mapping and measurement aspects of customer experience. 49
At the beginning of the 1980s, the concept of customer experience was introduced by
Holbrook and Hirschman. They considered that much of buyer behavior could be explained
by the prevailing information processing perspective, but also by supplementing and
enriching it with a mixture of experiential perspective, including playful leisure activities,
sensory pleasures, daydreams, aesthetic enjoyment, and emotional responses.5 0 That idea
recognized specific interactions, relationships, elements, or event contexts of the customer
experience.
Although the concept of relationship in marketing began in the 1970s, especially in
the B2B and services marketing sectors, increasing relevance was generated by interactions
between people in these markets,5 1 and customer retention and loyalty became the goal.
Relationship marketing was introduced by Leonard Berry in 1983, but the concept did not
gain widespread interest until the publication of the first RelationshipMarketing book by
Christopher, Payne, and Ballantyne.5 2 In that book, the authors identified the different stages
of relationship development, and suggested that customer responses are broadly related to
customer experience (see Figure 3).
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Partner

Partner: someone who has the relationship of
a partner with you

Advocate

Advocate: someone who actively recommends
you to others, who does your marketing for you

Supporter

Supporter: someone who likes your organisation,
but only supports you passively

Client

Purchaser

Prspect

Client: someone who has done business with
you on a repeat basis but may be negative, or at
best neutral. towards your organisation
Purchaaer: someone who has done business just
once with your organisation
Prospect: someone whom you believe may be
persuaded to do business with you

Fig. 3. The relationship marketing ladder of loyalty
Source: Christopher, Payne, & Ballantyne.53

The first connection between marketing and information technology came in 1970
when John Howard concluded that new technologies beginning to appear would facilitate
the development of a marketing information system.54 Robert Kestnbaum pioneered the
analysis and measurement of the customer experience in a commercial context by
developing the first digital marketing database to apply a direct marketing strategy.55 By the
mid-i 990s, firms were beginning to maximize customer value by ascending up the loyalty
ladder and building long-term relationships. At that time, as the concept of customer
relationship management grew, CRM solutions underwent a substantial evolution to
optimize current and future value, meaning that firms were moving away from extracting
profit from single transactions and instead looking to maximize profits via a series of
transactions.56 Multiple research studies have demonstrated that long-term relationships do
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not necessarily imply more profit, while others have recognized that firms can optimize
customer acquisition, retention, and development strategies to extract customer lifetime
value. 57 With that recognition came the idea that firms can drive the lifetime value of
customers by increasing customer retention, attracting switchers, increasing customer
profitability, and increasing their share of wallet as actions that would drive customer
equity. 58 Thereafter, a product-oriented focus evolved to a customer-oriented strategy with
customer experience; customer relationships evolved to customer centricity by including the
customer perspective throughout the organization.
Since the early 2000s, the internet and integrated systems platforms such as ERPs,
enabled companies to begin capturing data from multiple customer touchpoints, and
measuring specific aspects of customer experience. In that scenario, segmentation of
customers more closely identified critical needs, preferences, and experiences of a group of
similar customers, setting the stage for a renewed focus on customer experience.59
The growth of social media platforms and smart devices in the 2010s allowed firms
to expand their customer touchpoints and better understand customer attitudes, behaviors,
and experiences. Furthermore, the network effect of social media platforms facilitated
recognition of the value of nonpurchase interactions. That is the case of digital businesses
that have many customers as "freemium" subscribers and a small number of premium
customers. This is even more relevant considering the economics of information in the
digital business. This approach attempts to guide customer-owned resources such as
"influence power," as a contribution to the firm's marketing functions rather than only its
purchasing power.
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Customer engagement marketing is defined as a firm's deliberate effort to motivate,
empower, and measure a customer's voluntary contribution to the firm's marketing
functions beyond the core economic transaction. 60 Recent studies have identified key
customer-owned resources as customer network assets, customer persuasion capital,
customer knowledge stores, and customer creativity. 6 1 Further studies have identified
customer purchasing behavior, customer referral behavior, customer influence behavior, and
customer knowledge behavior as critical elements. 62 Harmeling, et al. organized into two
groups the forms of customer engagement activities in order to motivate, empower, and
measure customer contributions to marketing. The two groups are:
" Task-based engagement initiatives are a firm 's initiatives outside the core, an
economic transaction in which structured tasks guide, voluntary customer
contributions to marketing functions (e.g., write a review, refer a customer,
provide support to other customers).
-

Experiential engagement initiatives are a firm's initiatives outside the core,
an economic transaction in which shared, interactive experiences promote
voluntary, autonomous customer contributions to marketing functions.63

This approach and the increasingly digital marketing options suggest that firms
rethink the customer experience and see it as a customer journey. Customers today interact
with companies over time through a multitude of contact points that are implemented across
different channels, both traditional and digital.6 4 According to Lemon and Verhoef,
customer engagement is the critical part of customer experience that constitutes those
multiple touch points along the customer journey and results in cognitive, emotional,
behavioral, sensory, and social responses on the part of the customer. 65 The dynamic and
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timing aspects of the customer journey incorporate the understanding of prepurchase,
purchase, and postpurchase experiences, as well as external factors and behaviors (see
Figure 4).
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Fig. 4. Process model of customer journey and customer experience
Source: Lemon & Verhoef (2016).

In the same study, Lemon and Verhoef defined four categories of customer
experience touch points:
Brand-Owned. These touchpoints are designed and controlled by the firm.
They include websites, digital and print advertising, pricing, packaging,
product attributes, campaigns, and other. The relevance of these points is the
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impact on perceptions of attributes, for example, optimization of web
searches.
*

Partner-Owned. These interactions with customers are designed and
controlled by the firm's partners or jointly with them. These points are more
related to value delivered, enabling partners to improve distribution channels,
joint campaigns, loyalty programs and communication channels.

*

Customer-owned. Firms and partners do not design, manage or control these
touch points. The role of the customer has a high impact in this stage because
it can create more value, for example, with referrals, ratings,
recommendations, or product instructional videos uploaded by consumers.

*

Social and External. These touch points are critical because they involve
others: environment, peer influences, social influences, other customers,
other sources of information, etc. The network effect in a connected world
makes these touch points more able to influence customers and potential
customers, and to understand their behavior and experience.

Given the nature of this complex and dynamic environment, in order to succeed it is
critical to map the customer journey. The next section explores the sales and marketing
process in the B2B environment and mapping it to the customer journey.

MAPPING THE CUSTOMER JOURNEY IN B2B: CHALLENGES AND TRENDS
The sales and marketing process is more complex in the B2B field than in business
to consumer (B2C). The intrinsic characteristics in B2B and the changing business
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environment are the main reasons for that complexity. The ten key intrinsic characteristics
of the sales process are:
1. Longer sales cycle: The entire sales cycle is longer in the B2B space compared to
B2C. The process could take from a few months to several years depending on the
solution.
2. More reliant on relationship management: The level of knowledge and relationships
with customer stakeholders and processes are considered to be critical elements for
success in the B2B space.
3. Large size of value per transaction: Each transaction includes a supply of multiple
products and/or services, and in most cases for a multi-period deal.
4. Fewer transactions: The number of leads, prospects, opportunities and sales are less
in the B2B space.
5. Solution-based selling: Main focus on solution selling approach, considering product
and services and value beyond product benefits or differentiator
6. Fewer customers: The number of customer or potential customers is less than in
B2C, because there are fewer companies than people.
7. End-user and customer are not necessarily the same: In B2B, it is customary to
identify the role and the decision power of end-users and customers. The end-user is
the person who ultimately uses the product; the buyer is the person who makes the
decision and actually buys the product (in some cases, this means different people).
8. Multiple people interact from both sides: The sales process involves multiple
resources from both buyer and seller across the sale cycle and beyond. In some
instances, partners participate in the process as well, thus increasing the number of
incumbents.
9. More rigid product standards: There is less flexibility because corporate standards
are difficult to change, so B2B solutions have to provide flexibility.
10. Derived demand: The concept of derived demand demonstrates how consumer
preferences or a changing economy affect the B2B markets indirectly.
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As an example, consider a computer hardware firm that sells personal computers in
the B2C and B2B markets. In the B2C market, the company sells one personal computer per
customer (on average) , meaning thousands of small transactions (say, from $1,000 to
$3,000). Each transaction is part of a cycle that can last from minutes to weeks or a few
months. The customer's purchase decision depends on product attributes and the sales
channel, i.e., the single point of contact with the customer. In this scenario, the end user and
customer are usually the same people.
On the B2B side, the computer firm sells personal computers to large corporations.
Such a sales process takes from 6 to 12 months. The customer and the end users are not the
same because the firm's Procurement and Finance departments are the decision makers (and
customers) while the end-users are those who will ultimately use the computer but are not
part of the decision process. On average, the company may have 5 to 10 transactions per
year that include 50 to 100 personal computers, plus a service level agreement (SLA) for the
next two years. In this scenario, the computer firm and the customer interact at different
levels, including discussions and negotiations regarding technical standards, pricing, service
level, and terms and conditions.
The complexity of the customer relationship is driven by the changing business
environment, and has been well described by Jeff Thull. He considers that technology,
business processes, globalization, corporate consolidations, and regulations are increasing
the difficulty of understanding and navigating customer companies, and are further
complicated by the commoditization of products, services, knowledge, expertise, and
solutions as a way for customers to maintain control of the transaction and protect
themselves. 66
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Also, in the B2B environment, a considerable proportion of a supplier's overall
revenue stream is generated by a small number of customers. Due to the strategic
importance of each customer, they are considered strategic accounts and are measured based
on lifetime value. 67 Thus, customer lifetime value (CLV) is a multi-period evaluation of a
customer's value to the firm in net present value. 68 In order to respond appropriately to this
scenario, firms are implementing Account-Based Marketing (ABM), Account-Based Sales,
or Enterprise Sales strategies. These strategies are even more important considering that the
number of people involved in B2B solution purchases has climbed from an average of 5.4 to
6.8 in the three years from 2014 to 2017.69
In this complex environment, it is useful to create a customer map that considers not
only the internal perspective but also the customers' perspective in order to create a total
customer view. In the past, firms spent long sessions with customers to capture that
feedback. Nowadays, technology enables firms to capture their customers' perspectives on a
range of touch points in a dynamic mode. Along with these touch points, firms consolidate
and leverage information to evaluate customer engagement and map their customers'
journey.
It is difficult to represent in a single graph all the possible alternatives of a B2B
customer journey map. Therefore, I have used a simple funnel to capture the most critical
stages and to analyze the current singularity in the B2B market today (see Figure 5).
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Fig. 5. The sales and marketing process
Source: Author

Although these stages appear to be similar to those outlined when CRM expanded
into the B2B market, other aspects makes today's scenario significantly different. The first
thing to understand is that today's customer journey is not linear but is a iterative continuum
with customers. Because of that, marketing and sales teams now participate in the whole
process. In the past, marketing used to participate in two early stages, awareness and lead
detection, with the aim of attracting a high volume of potential customers. Today, marketing
interacts with customers at multiple touchpoints across the entire sales cycle. While its
relevance is higher in certain specific parts of the journey, marketing should be present
permanently because customers access and validate information several times during the
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process. The technology helps customers obtain and review information without personal or
direct contact with the sales and marketing personnel of the seller.
Likewise, in the past, sales executives participated in the customer journey when the
marketing department transferred sales prospects to them. The salesperson would make
contact with a customer that had demonstrated interest, helping the customer to define a
solution, prepare a quote, and negotiate the terms of purchase. Although the primary
responsibility of salespeople seems to be similar, there are new aspects that in fact make
their role substantially different. Now sales teams work together with marketing throughout
the customer journey, sometimes in customer-facing activities, and other times working
together with teams from marketing, implementation, and service.
In addition to the expanded roles of sales and marketing, and the continuing
interactions with customers throughout the customer journey, today's approach recognizes
new stages in the process. For example, the "Knowledge" stage is a new part of the journey.
In this phase, customers work internally to explore and analyze possible solutions available
in the market with little or no direct or personal interaction with the seller. It is an internal
process of education that customers do, just as they would as individuals seeking
information on the internet and validating information with partners, clients, affiliates, etc.
In this case, sellers should create a personalized engagement strategy, that matches customer
needs and customer support during the knowledge process, as well as capturing customer
feedback and insights. All of these interactions use digital technologies and analyze digital
information.
The next stage is the "Consideration" stage, during which the customer begins to
demonstrate interest. At this point, a customer relationship and insights about the customer
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are essential for establishing key drivers of customer involvement. In this stage, salespeople
should devote most of their effort to capturing information from the customer voice and
validating additional information taken from current or previous stages. That includes
identifying decision makers and end users, assessing the customer environment, diagnosing
symptoms and needs, and understanding the business impact of those needs. During this part
of the journey, the building credibility is the cornerstone for establishing customer trust.
In next stage, multiple teams from marketing, sales enablement, sales consultants,
and salespeople, work together to design a personalized solution that meets the customer's
needs and addresses business impacts. On the customer side, teams should concentrate their
efforts on supporting, qualifying, and evaluating the proposed solution. In this part of the
process, both sides frequently interact with open communication and mutual understanding.
The trust build in the previous stage should evolve to customer commitment in this part of
the process.
In all the stages, including after the purchase, the company needs to develop a
company-customer feedback loop that measures customer satisfaction by calculating the
difference between what the customer expects to obtain and what the customer perceives.
This alignment of expectation and execution can be done by recognizing the value of each
point of contact, including clickthroughs and purchasing history, questionnaires, customer
complaints, social media communications, implementation experience, customer service
requests, service level compliance, and customer satisfaction surveys.
An essential element that is not frequently considered in the sales and marketing
literature is the concept of adoption. A high level of customer retention and loyalty not only
depends on customer satisfaction but also on adoption, that is, the degree of change in the
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behavior of customers and end users as they accept and engage with a new solution. The
importance of this concept is even greater in enterprise customers with a global presence.
Strong customer adoption, engagement, and satisfaction result in cognitive, emotional,
behavioral, sensorial, and social responses by the customer as they move along the customer
journey (see Fig. 6) driving customer advocacy.
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Fig 6. Conceptual framework for the relationship between customer engagement and equity.
Notes:
P1 = positive relationship between customer satisfaction and customer engagement.
P2 = positive relationship customer commitment and customer engagement.
P3 = positive relationship between customer trust and customer engagement.
P4 = positive relationship between customer involvement and customer engagement.
P5 = positive relationship between customer engagement antecedents and customer engagement.
P6 = positive relationship between cognitive engagement and value equity.
P7 = consequently, a positive relationship emotional engagement and brand equity.
P8 = consequently, a positive relationship behavioral engagement and relationship equity.
P9 = positive relationship customer engagement and customer equity.
Source: Youssef, et al, 2017: 145-152.71

In a survey conducted by McKinsey & Company of 1,000 large buyers, they found
that sales experience is twice as significant as buyers report, in fact ranking near price in
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importance; also, that service and support are the most critical buying factors-as twice as
important as price.72 Taking that information into consideration, along with the various
characteristics and complexities inherent in the B2B customer journey, it can be concluded
that being aware of every customer's experience is a crucially important component of every
firm's strategies.

In order to succeed in the B2B environment and improve the customer experience,
firms have to reduce the sales cycle, guarantee internal alignment and increase sales
effectiveness. The main areas where this goal can be achieved are shown in Fig. 7.
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Fig. 7. Areas for improving the customer experience
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The next chapter explores how applying machine learning and predictive analytics
can improve the sale cycle in the four areas shown in Figure 7. Also, I will explore how
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machine learning and predictive analytics can improve those areas by being fully informed
about the customer journey.
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CHAPTER 3
MACHINE LEARNING AND PREDICTIVE ANALYTICS SOLUTIONS

In a 2015 article, Google writers Snyder, Kelsey and Hilal stated that 89% of B2B
researchers use the internet during the B2B research process. The same document detailed
that 90% of B2B researchers online search precisely for research business purchases; 71% of
those researchers start their research with a generic search; and B2B researchers do an
average of 12 searches before engaging on a specific brand's site.73

Engagement

Queries

1hink with Google
On dvetage 828

influencefs

do 12 searches pto" to visiting a specific brand's site

Fig 8. Average searches conducted before engagement
Source: Snyder, Kelsey, and Hilal, 2015.

The goal of the marketing team is to understand the customer journey by identifying

the research behavior and engaging existing and potential customers early in the process
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with personalized content. Brand marketing teams can reach, influence, and engage
customers by understanding how people search at different touchpoints and then encourage
them with relevant information.
The online decision-making moment when people begin searching to learn more
about a product or service they may be thinking about trying or buying is called the "zero
moment of truth by Jim Lecinski in his 2011 e-book.

In the B2B environment, that

moment occurs during the "awareness" and "knowledge" stages. At this point, search engine
optimization (SEO) is critically important, not only to increase traffic but also to engage the
right prospects and nurture them with expected content. In this optimization process, certain
elements are in direct control of the publisher, such as content, architecture, and HTML (the
standard markup language of web pages and web applications). Beyond that, there are
elements influenced by readers, visitors, and other publishers that are out of the direct
control of publishers, such as trust, links, personal, and social.75 These are not only about
conversion rate or optimizing the pay-per-click, but about using data to attract specific target
customers by understanding their behaviors.
Google Analytics is one of the most popular solutions for staying connected to
customer behavior. But in B2B marketing, specialized sources of big data exist in addition
to search-engine solutions, to identify what customers want and then deliver the right
content. These include platforms such as Linkedln, Medium, Quora, professional blogs,
companies websites, and web-based intelligence tools and databases that offers industrial
and plant data project market intelligence.

76

Data from these sources can be used in multiple

ways to support sales and marketing teams during the customer journey. For example, one
way is the optimization of marketing content, which is discussed later in this chapter.
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The next stage is to access each source of information for every potential sales
prospect. Sales and Marketing teams have access to multiple systems and databases where it
is possible to find information about most customers. The complexity behind the variety of
information sources and huge datasets is major constraint on accuracy and increases the time
needed to do account research. Without sufficient time to review all the sources and data for
each account manually, Sales and Marketing teams review simplified sources and data sets
and reduce the scope of coverage in order to be more effective. Thus, eliminating that
constraint through the use of new technologies allows both teams to automate the process.
Current computing, storage capabilities, and connectivity represent a significant advantage
for obtaining automatic access to multiple sources of information at the same time and
keeping data continually updated. This kind of intelligent access is done using different
data-scraping and data-crawling techniques to retrieve information from any source and to
handle large datasets.
Since data from different sources have different formats, and human language
information should be converted into computer language, the next stages are cleaning the
data, analyzing the relationships between documents, categorizing and finally prioritizing.
Cleaning data includes a diverse set of activities. From eliminating irrelevant
information (for example, non-alphabetical characters), reducing inflected or derived words
to their word stem (stemming), 77 removing words that have little relevance to the conceptual
understanding of the text (words such as I, we, it, is, to, for, at, etc), 78 to more complex tasks
such as semantic analysis/annotation and sentiment analysis (opinion mining). Words or
phrases should be mapped to vectors of real numbers (word embedding) to be represented in
numerical terms.
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In order to automate and perform those tasks on a large scale, it is necessary to apply
natural language processing (NLP) techniques. NLP, a field in computer science and
artificial intelligence, is a collective term referring to the automatic computational
processing of human languages. It includes algorithms that take human-produced text as
input, and algorithms that produce natural-looking text as outputs. Design methods and
algorithms take as input or produce as output unstructured, natural language data.79
It is possible to apply simple machine learning systems, like those developed in the
1980s, using techniques such as decision trees to automatically create sets of rules similar to
existing, manually developed rule systems. As the internet expanded, those statistical
models were often not sufficient to resolve ambiguities evolving from hard rule-based
systems, to introduce the idea of weighted features and probabilistic decision making, such
as hidden Markov models (HMMs).80
Neural Networks and Deep Learning, as a branch of Machine Learning and Artificial
Intelligence, became more relevant as it became possible to learn in an unsupervised manner
and to work with big data, which did not require the manual creation of training datasets and
were fast and efficient.8 1 Today, feed-forward networks and recurrent/recursive networks are
two of the most used neural network architectures, both of which can be combined in
various ways in natural language processing. However, in real-world applications it is
almost required to use a combination of different methods (including supervised,
unsupervised, and rule-based systems) and to focus the language processing on specific and
straightforward domains to achieve higher performance,82
In order to add intelligence to that information, it is necessary to transform the
information into a vector (word embedding) and apply methodologies of word
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representation and classification to identify, assign, and adjust the importance to the
different words in the datasets. To transform the data into the vector, it is possible to use
simple models like bag-of-words (BoW), or more complex neural network models, like
Word2Vec (developed by Google 8 3), or deep learning techniques such as GloVe, which
outperform other methods that have higher recognition performance (see Figure 9).84
Regarding word representation and classifications, it is also possible to apply different
machine-learning techniques to categorize the dataset and identify to which category each
observation belongs.
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the complexity of the task, and performance level.
Source: Pennington, et al., 2014

There are supervised and unsupervised learning methods for grouping a set of
objects. In supervised learning, the methodology is called classification; in unsupervised
learning it is called the clustering method. Examples of these methods are support vector
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machines, naive Bayes, k-nearest neighbor algorithm, and neural networks (multilayer
perceptron).
For intelligence analysis, it is necessary to apply scoring methods in order to rank the
importance of the terms in the documents. Over the years, scoring methods have seen
advances in the sophistication of language processing and machine learning. 85 The early
approach included methods that represented verbatim, such as term frequency-inverse
document frequency (TF-IDF) representation, which is based on word probability. Then
followed PageRank, a method of assigning importance to nodes in a linked database, such as
any database of documents containing citations, the world wide web, or any other
hypermedia database. 86 It can also be applied to any collection of entities with reciprocal
quotations and references. 87 These evolutions in the field brought new theories and
algorithms such as RankNet, RankSVM (support vector machines), K-partite Ranking, and
many others that can be used for language processing. It is critical to select the one that
performs best in both the specific and simple domains in order to achieve higher
performance as well as to compare the different models to achieve the highest level of
accuracy.
At this stage in the process, the company has established data collection mechanisms
and developed algorithms. These are responsible for automatically enriching, categorizing,
and prioritizing extensive information from web pages, registrations, demo sessions, blogs,
social media, direct mail and email campaigns, offline events, multichannel campaigns,
internal and third-party marketing databases, etc. Those and many other sources of
firmographic and behavioral information allow marketing and sales enablement teams to
apply sales intelligence to increase the number of prospects and to qualify them based on
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real-time big data. It is not just about target precision but also about understanding
customers' needs. Hence, sales teams should play the role of adviser so they will add value
to their client by helping to diagnose the problem and transition from the "Knowledge" to
the "Consideration" stage.
The steps and methods above are intended to explain the use of technology. They are
not proposed to demonstrate the most powerful algorithm(s). There are firms in the market
that extensively apply artificial intelligence and predictive analytics technologies with novel
and proprietary algorithms with increasing levels of accuracy and performance (see Figure
10). Those companies offer solutions that can be connected to different CRM solutions,
marketing software and platforms, analytics tools, and lead management solutions, using
multiple application programming interfaces (API) management services, micro-service
monitoring, automation and integration services (e.g., iPaaS). The Functions as a Service
(FaaS) category of cloud computing services permit firms to run and manage application and
integration functionalities without the complexity of building and maintaining the
infrastructure typically associated with developing and launching an application. These
machine learning and predictive analytics capabilities unlock the potential to improve the
sales cycle in the B2B environment. The following sections explain the benefits.
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Fig 10. Predictive Analytics software
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PERSONALIZE CONTENT MANAGEMENT
Marketing personalization has been well deployed in the B2C markets, but in B2B is
far behind when it comes to adoption. Personalization of content can be found across all the
sales and marketing cycles, but more intensively during the awareness and knowledge
phases. The complexity of B2B lies in the fact that each customer has multiple decision
makers and users that are not always identified in the early stages of adoption. Additionally,
the content required in each stage could be different, and may depend on the diagnosed
solution and design. The benefit of personalization is to deliver the proper message to each
customer that improves the effectiveness of each stage.
On the other hand, using classification and clustering could be more straightforward
in this environment because the customers are companies, not individuals. Companies are
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organized into a group of similar accounts as the basis for campaigns in lead management or
segment-based/account-based-marketing programs.88 One consideration is to identify the
number of categories for optimization of solutions, otherwise, the task could be cost- and
labor-intensive. Artificial intelligence models are tools that marketing content teams can use
to discover topics for pre-determined audiences and to define content marketing initiatives
based on customer and competitor information during the strategy and planning stage.
In the next phase, machine learning models support the creation of documents,
emails, advertisement, web pages, and blogs, etc. Intelligent models can be used to obtain
recommendations in the process of content curation by using semantic analysis, annotation
and sentiment analysis (i.e., Natural Language Processing (NLP) and Natural Language
Generation (NLG)). The implementation of controlled experiments, such as A/B Tests, show
different variations of a website to different people and measure which variation is the most
effective at turning them into customers.

9

By combining the machine-learning and

controlled-experiment tests, it enables evaluation and optimization of performance by
measuring the impact on customers' experience.
Automation supports personalization by recommending to customers other products,
blogs, demos, and related features for exploring web content, videos, case studies, and
success stories, or even simulations or demos with real customer data, augmented-reality
and virtual-reality experiences. 90 These personalization methods help boost customer
engagement and drive experience during the learning and exploration moments.
Marketing promotion in the B2B space requires digital experience, including the
right omnichannel strategy and partner ecosystem to improve on customer engagement and
meet the customers' expectations. An experienced partner ecosystem helps to fill capability
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gaps and speeds time-to-market. 91 Predictive modeling analyzes omnichannel customer data
and makes recommendations on marketing content for cross-channel initiatives, thus
increasing the possibility of reaching more potential customers.
Business analytics tools allow the measurement of the performance of content,
including authors, articles, channels, geographies, customers/users/readers, type of content,
word count, etc. The next sections provide specific examples of marketing content
personalization related to each part of the process.

INCREASE QUALIFIED LEADS
Perhaps the first benefit of today's new technologies is obtaining real-time access to
broad information, which accelerates the process of detecting sales prospects, which in turn
increases the number of leads identified in the market. Although it is important to increase
the number of prospects, it is even more important to identify qualified sales leads that are
more likely to bolster the conversion rate and ultimately add revenue.
Sales representatives often do not have the time or resources to select the best leads,
so they use their personal knowledge and assumptions for making decisions. 92 This personal
selection is prone to error and can include biases. Some firms prefer to do manual
segmentation to reduce the impact of personal decisions (see Figure 1]). Using predictive
modeling solutions, sales representatives can improve the quality of sales leads by reducing
bias and human error, as well as working with complex models involving a large volume of
information.
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Often marketing and sales are not well aligned in terms of leads generation.
Marketing does its own work in isolation and then transfers prospects to sales
representatives. Both departments have been accustomed to working in silos, with little or
no interaction throughout the process, and then transferring leads that may not be well
qualified or have no relevant information. Although this happens less in companies with
account-management strategies, when it does occur, it has a more negative impact.
Another critical aspect of complex sales cycles is act on-time. It is easier to lose
momentum in long-term sales cycle. Predictive modeling prioritizes information based on
"fresh content" as a signal of relevance in the ranking. Thus, at the time customers are active
on the web, or through emails, social media, blogs, and publications, etc, the model will
prioritize them at a higher ranking.
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Lead scoring algorithms use data to identify prospects with similar attributes or make
recommendations. Classification and clustering methods detect prospects with similar
attributes as potential customers or current customers (using closed/won deals). Predictive
models work as a platform that analyzes third-party and company information to score the
probability of customers, thus enabling sales reps to prioritize leads. By matching
customers' behaviors, the model can make recommendations, such as concluding that
customers that buy Products "A" and "B" are more likely to buy Product "C" within a
certain timeframe. The model can also help improve customer retention, and promote
successful upselling and cross-selling initiatives. These are relevant in the B2B sales cycle
in highly diversified companies and in organization using an account-based management
approach to increase customer lifetime value . Well-qualified leads not only improve the
probability of winning, but they also improve the efficient use of time and resources since
they are focused on valid sales opportunities.
The combination of internal and external data augments the insight about customers,
and helps to build relationship with qualified leads. That insight allows salespeople to
nurture their leads' interest and increase brand awareness by staying relevant for customers
by providing personalized marketing content. Since complex solution selling has a longer
sales cycle, this nurturing capability is fundamental to keeping customers engaged through
the sales process based on signals from customers even when they are not ready to buy.
Using natural-language generation and natural-language processing, it is possible to
automate routine business conversations by contacting, engaging, qualifying, and followingup with leads. 93 The more relevant and timely the customer intelligence, the more likely the
campaigns are to succeed in the early stages.
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Machine learning and predictive modeling capabilities can be found as embedded
solutions in lead management applications or as stand-alone solutions integrated with
existing applications. Lead management solutions (as a branch of SFA and CRM) are
applications that score leads, send them through a nurturing workflow, and qualify and
prioritize the selling opportunities delivered to sales channels, such a sales team or an
outbound contact center team. 94

MARKET SEGMENTATION, CUSTOMER, AND OPPORTUNITY INSIGHTS
Salespeople should be prepared for customer meetings and business decisions that
offer sales opportunities. In both cases, sales personnel need information about customers,
markets, segments, opportunities, and competitors. As the purchasing stage draws closer, the
decision making becomes riskier. In addition, sales organizations have time and resources
constraints, so they need to decide on which opportunities to focus their efforts. Those
insights need to be timely in order to make data-driven decisions and reduce risks. Sales
managers have the main responsibility for making decisions about market segmentation, and
customer and opportunity conclusions. In the past, managers made these decisions based on
their experience and knowledge. But once again, this approach involves biases and possible
human error, and can facilitate managers from making decisions based on a full range of
information.
Segmentation and account selection are strategic business decisions. Predictive
modeling is useful for creating segments of similar account profiles to improve
segmentation precision and identify new business opportunities (white-space analysis).
These profiles come together as the result of classifying customers' signals. The process of
selecting accounts can be assisted by scoring potential customers based on their perceived
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propensity to buy. This can be done entirely by the modeling program or by defining
specific parameters such as company size, or a mix of both. Using methods like crossvalidation or observing out-of-the-bag error, it is possible to identify the optimal number of
categories. 95

As opportunities progress through the sales process, salespeople are no longer in
contact with the original researcher, but with different decision makers in the customer's
organization. This may lead to a request for additional insights about decision makers and
extensive firmography in order to be prepared for meetings and communications with the
customer at this stage. Using decision support systems, sales representative can receive
information before a meeting with the customer. For example, a salesperson can receive
internal information such as the current status of an ongoing project, or external information
such as relevant remarks in an earlier interview with the customer's CEO. Intelligent
systems provide curated feeds and recommend to salesperson what content to share with
customers to lead them to next steps and keep them engaged.
The reduced volume of transactions and fast-changing environment in a long sales
cycle poses challenges for developing accurate models for win propensity prediction
(involves quantitatively estimating the likelihood that ongoing sales opportunities will be
won within a specified time). This is a critical task for sales management and for many
applications such as resource optimization and sales gap analysis. In 2015, IBM Research
proposed machine learning based on a unified framework for predicting sales opportunity
win propensity. The models were built using training examples drawn from historical
transactions and explanatory features extracted from transactional data. 96 That model, as
well as other advanced models, were fundamental for improving predictions for moving to
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the next sales stage or forecasting the probability to win and facilitate pipeline focus and
analysis.
This kind of analysis can be run in recurrent intervals (monthly, weekly, daily,
hourly) or in real time. In the B2B environment, it is run on a weekly basis but ultimately
depends on a company's opportunities profile and business decisions. These models have
access to review a training model to validate theit accuracy and to use methods of measuring
prediction error. That makes it possible to calibrate the model to adjust to the new realities
of business. These machine learning and predictive modeling capabilities can be embedded
in CRM solutions or as stand-alone applications integrated with existing applications.

REDUCE TIME-TO-QUOTE AND IMPROVE PRICE PRECISION
The more complex the solution, the longer the time-to-quote; as the time-to-quote
becomes longer, so does the sales cycle. Even in firms with account-based management
strategies, sales enablement teams struggle to access and re-use organizational knowledge
and external information needed to prepare quotes and proposals. According to McKinsey,
in the same 2017 survey of B2B decision makers mentioned earlier, the lack of speed in
interactions with suppliers emerged as the number one pain point, mentioned twice as often
as price. Furthermore, companies often required extensive information from customers and
frequently took days to provide a quote. 97
Different solutions for configuring, pricing, and quoting have been available since
the early 2000s. In the beginning, these solutions focused on providing process automation
capabilities9 8 using workflow and rules-based systems. These solutions evolved into
application suites called "Configure, Price and Quote" (CPQ). These application suites are
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now part of the broader quote-to-cash business process solutions, where some vendors are
building or acquiring CPQ, price optimization, contract lifecycle management, order
management, and billing capabilities in order to offer a one-stop solution for the entire
process. 99

Quote-to-Cash solutions provide the following capabilities: product selection,
configuration, pricing, quotations and proposals, contract creation, contract negotiation,
contract execution, contract change orders and renewals, order fulfilment, revenue
recognition, and analytics and reports. For Sales and Marketing teams in the B2B
environment the most impactful capabilities are in product selection, configuration, pricing,
quotation, proposal, and contract management. In each of these areas, key vendors combine
the features of rule-based systems and machine-learning-based models. Machine learning
and predictive modeling capabilities can be found as embebbed solutions in Quote-to-Cash
applications or as stand-alone solutions integregated with existing CRM and/or ERP
applications. However, these developments are just in the early stages compared with the
evolution of lead management tools.
Selling simple B2B solutions requires a visual product configurator solution that is
specifically designed to help manufacturers and distributors that design, sell, and market
configured products and/or services through distribution channels. 10 0 Selling complex B2B
solutions requires not only the ability to quote but also to elaborate a proposal that describes
the diagnostic of customer needs, details the solution designed, and outlines the value
proposition of the solution. Since complex sales are more consultative selling processes,
even in sales where customers submit a request for quotation (RFQ), quotations and
proposals should be tailored on a case-by-case approach. Therefore, machine learning and
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predictive analytics can be combined with process automation capabilities to improve
customer experience during the process.
The first part of the process is the solutions design, including product/service
selection and configuration. This phase often involves multiple resources from different
areas of the organization that interact during the definition of the solution. In some
instances, sellers need to interact with the customer for clarifications and site assessments.
Predictive models are able to recommend possible solutions based on information acquired
from similar solutions already implemented, portfolio specifications, third-party products
specifications, service estimations, etc. Optimization models recommend and adjust price
according to risk assessments of project conditions, such as weather, geography,
environmental regulations, execution and design risks, financial terms, legal terms, and
commercial conditions, etc. by using non-linear optimization methodologies to consider
business constraints and objectives.
To make use of business intelligence, models should include data from multiple
sources. The CRM has information of won/lost/ disengaged opportunities, including
information about the industry, vertical market, region/country, products/services, customer,
winning price, competitors, timeline, solutions specifications, and reasons for
won/lost/disengaged, etc. The ERP has information about executed projects, including
customer info, cost structure, margins, cash flows, milestones, and timeline. External
sources provide additional information about competitors and market intelligence. Machine
learning algorithms use all this knowledge to predict a suggested price, recommend a cash
flow structure, and estimate revenue and profit (including phasing).' 0' Additionally, these
applications include scenarios and case management.
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The combination of template-based models, NLP, and NLG assist in creating
quotations and proposals by writing, optimizing, personalizing, and automating content.
Including personalized content for each customer will ensure that the proposals being
generated will meet the company's branding standards.1 0 2
On the automation side, CPQ solutions include approval tools that ensure that
discounts and proposals remains within specified guidelines or are approved by management
in accordance with the delegation of authority. Machine-learning algorithms suggest
optimum discounts and terms based on prior history and corporate goals.10 3
Machine learning, predictive models, and process automation in the quotation and
proposal stage can provide significant benefits to the organization, far beyond sales and
marketing. Sales teams can increase the accuracy of quotes and proposals, thus reducing
time-to-quotes, minimizing errors and risks, and ensuring traceability.'

04

The Product

Management team increases its control by defining rules for pricing and configuration. The
Leadership, Finance and Project execution teams improve their forecast accuracy, resource
planning and predictability, as well as maintain control with auditable approvals. All these
benefits can be extended to partners as well."0 5
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CHAPTER 4
STRATEGIC FRAMEWORK

STRATEGIC DECISIONS IN FRONT-OFFICE TECHNOLOGY IN B2B
Before the 2000s, business leaders and senior management were strategically
focused on operational efficiencies. Systems were task-oriented and informative because
they linked each task to departments and resources of the organization and consolidated
internal information needed by the company for making decisions. The emerging solutions
not only enabled the creation of a consistent process but also accelerated execution and
provided internal information. Consequently, the back office became the primary focus of
technology implementation and adoption. A high concentration of technology in finance,
manufacturing quality and control, and support functions enabled companies to increase
their performance by focusing on cost reductions and standardization (including IT and
shared services). Solution providers promoted enterprise-wise implementation efforts to
ensure effective deployment.
When companies digitize their processes and products, they can then expand the
amount of information being captured, the more information that can be stored, the more
knowledge that can be captured. Evolving technologies provide new ways of storing more
and more information at unprecedented levels, as well as creating business value through
analyzing data and making assisted decisions by using artificial intelligence. The smart use
of information and the implementation of artificial intelligence require companies to revisit
business considerations in order to create business value by increasing technology adoption.
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The speed of the digital evolution demands that companies make strategic decisions
and new implementation approaches. The strategic decisions imply new paradigms and
changes. For example, the first change is one of focus: instead of focusing implementation
solely on back-office operations, new technology innovations also need to include and
prioritize the front office of the firm. Accessibility to big data unlocks the potential benefits
of understanding markets and customers in a more precise and extensive mode. With that,
the front office can create significant value for customers and the company. In the past,
companies required customers to adapt to the company's processes because their systems
were oriented toward internal procedures. The front-office approach requires a new business
alignment to capture customers' value and deliver value to customers.
As stated earlier, one of the principal benefits of implementing back-office solutions
is the reduction and control of costs. Likewise, the benefits of applying artificial intelligence
in the front office allow increasing revenue by optimizing customer lifetime value. The
addition of machine learning and predictive analytics into the sales and marketing solutions
has created new venues for maximizing growth and profit by supporting the organization
during the decision-making process. That addition not only implies that companies can now
design a customer-oriented approach by focusing on the front office, but it also allows them
to redefine internal considerations of systems design and implementation.
Firms usually define system priorities based on internal requirements, such as
reporting, analysis, control, processes, and traceability. CRM implementations are no
exception because they follow the same principles by configuring solutions based on
pipeline management report and planning requirements, sales process traceability, visibility
of salesforce activities, etc. In large organizations, this process is even more complex
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because each product manager and business unit require the inclusion of their particular
metrics and customizations. Therefore, implementation in sales and marketing should focus
on capturing that value by defining, designing, and implementing systems oriented toward
supporting the salesforce on customer-facing activities rather than just for reporting, control,
and visibility purposes. Consequently, the implementation should be customer- and end-user
oriented. With this approach, sales and marketing people move from being only data
providers to the systems to being assisted by a solution that provides them with market
intelligence, brings additional information about customers, predicts future behaviors, and
recommends actions.
Although the process is a critical part of any organization, the evolution and
accessibility of digital technologies enables firms to promote action and decision making at
a business event level. Business events are fundamental to four key characteristics of digital
business: real-time responsiveness, context-sensitive decision making, agile business
innovation, and adaptive scalability.1 06 Recognizing business events outside the boundaries
of the organization allows personalized interaction with customers and the ability to act on a
timely basis considering internal and external perspectives. The role of Intelligent Business
Process Management (iBPM) software helps the company design and model workflows to
improve and automate business processes using adaptive case management or processes
driven by complex events. 07
Combining internal and external perspectives demands greater flexibility and agility.
Legacy systems considered integration and standardization the building blocks for large
implementations and massive rollouts. Today, new technologies and a focus on business
events require different considerations for defining enterprise architecture. Cloud computing
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provides service platform capabilities that enable companies to develop, run, and manage
applications and application functionalities without the complexity of building and
maintaining the infrastructure typically associated with developing and launching an app.' 08
Architecture with clusters, hubs, or containers allows the use of specific applications
or environments and not the whole system. That improvement facilitates the way
applications are developed and deployed within the organization and provide an opportunity
to work independently on several projects and initiatives at the same time, regardless of the
decreasing control on the entire architecture.
These trends help CIOs to concentrate their effort on business logic and needs rather
than technical control. The idea of running codes in response to events (i.e., an event
programming model) has existed for decades, but now the possibility of running functions as
a cloud service permits companies to increase their agility and the development of
applications and codes. These cloud capabilities are able to run functions on demand on a
per-request basis or run functions in response to events. Function as a service (FaaS)
solutions provide serverless and event-driven architectures that promote faster
experimentation and implementation based on business logic by reducing costs and
complexity (see Figure 12).
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Since the early 2000s, software modularity and scalability have been considered key
criteria for selecting and implementing new technologies. Solution providers struggled to
define and execute small implementations that demonstrate software capabilities and/or to
roll out the implementation at a larger scale at a lower marginal cost, or add new
functionalities by implementing other modules. Platform integration and modularity follow
the concept of centralization, plug-and-play business process, and reusable process

components.0 Current market dynamics require greater business agility with a focus on
flexibility and innovation. These ideas are moving organizations toward decentralized
technology architectures using cloud services as an integration platform that enables

organizations to implement data, application, API, and process integration projects spanning
cloud-resident and on-premises endpoints by developing, deploying, executing, managing,
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and monitoring "integration flows" (aka "integration interfaces"), that is, integration
applications bridging between multiple endpoints so they can work together."'
The function and platform capabilities of cloud computing make it easier to build and
rapidly scale new applications by focusing on front-end business events. These
characteristics are fundamental for sales and marketing Al projects in order to run small
experiments or execute proof of concepts, as well as for faster roll-outs. Al projects are
decisions models based on information about business events rather than process events,"

2

and the models provide information that enables the organization to focus the
implementation on customers and end users rather than only on internal requirements. All
those considerations help to define the strategic framework for implementation (see Figure
13).
Focus

From Back Office

Definition and design

Based on Internal requirements, control, Based on external requirement; customer
and end-user oriented.
processes and traceability.

To Front Office

Modularity and Scalability

+ Flexibility and Innovation.

Architecture

Centralized (enterprise wide)

Decentralized

Implementation

Large / Enterprise wide

Small experiments / proof of concepts.

Tasks (primarily internal)*

Events (external and internal)**

Processes

Functionality and Capabilities

Budget owner

Information Technology office

Sales and Marketing

Accountable

Chief Executive Officer

Sales and Marketing

Business moments

Fig 13. Strategic decisions in front-office techology in B2B
Notes:
* Task: a usually assigned piece of work often to be finished within a certain time, associated with a
milestone. (Merriam-Webster).
* * Event: something that happens or takes place (Merriam-Webster).
Source: Author
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STRATEGIC DECISIONS FOR IMPLEMENTING AND ADOPTING
MACHINE LEARNING AND PREDICTIVE ANALYTICS IN B2B
SALES
In addition to the strategic decisions required for implementing and adopting frontoffice technologies in B2B, implementation of machine learning and predictive analytics
requires additional considerations in order to foster rapid deployment and internal advocacy
for creating and capturing value. My proposed strategic framework considers five corporate
decisions as building blocks. The first makes the strategic decision and defines the business
case. The second revisits, designs, and adjusts the operating model to ensure organizational
aligment. These two elements should be cemented on three pillars: data and model
validation, talent acquisition and development and retention, and technology modernization
(see Figure 14).

Fig. 14. Strategic framework for implementing and adopting machine learning and
predictive analytics in B2B Sales
Source: Author
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Strategic Decision and Business Case
All business strategies need to be specific, measurable, attainable, relevant, and timebased, and strategic decisions for implementing and adopting machine learning and
predictive analytics in B2B sales is not the exception. However, it does require additional
considerations:
*

Identify the most promising business scenarios and outcomes for the project. Since
machine learning and predictive analytics are based on data, the project should be
oriented toward strategic use of data models that can outperform humans when it comes
to classifications and predictions in terms of precision and time. The aim is to provide
assisted and augmented capabilities to the salesforce rather than replacing resources. The
more valuable the data, the more promising are the benefits of the model.

*

Prepare the business case by thinking narrowly. The use case should be defined as
specific problem statements or business problem scenarios. It should precisely identify
the customer segment in terms of business impact, a specific touchpoint in terms of its
relevance of customer experience (brand-owned touch points, partner-owned touch
points, customer-owned touch points, social and external touch points), the part of the
customer journey that requires more understanding and the sales cycle that requires more
agility or effectiveness. Additionally, the business case should define the relationship
and the potential impact of the implementation with the existing Account-Based
Marketing (ABM), Account-Based Sales, or Enterprise Sales strategies. If those
considerations are not clear at the beginning, the first experiments should focus on
determining those definitions before starting.
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Define the implementation by starting small. Starting small requires experimentation
with reduced and well-delimited proofs of concept and pilots in order to create a culture
of innovation and flexibility. The business case should include expected benefits and
costs at the initial scope level. Trying to estimate benefits and costs of full
implementation in the early stages is a time-consuming activity and causes excessive
uncertainty in the project. At this point, avoid limiting the strategic decisions to tactical
decisions as the challenge is to integrate the solution with the legacy systems and
architecture of the organization.
*

Establish evaluation and decision criteria:
o

First, create decision criteria to evaluate the hypothesis to be tested. These
criteria reflect the level of risk and uncertainty of the experiment, and the
business purpose, audience, end-users, and commitment to implement the results
of the solution.

o

Second, the test should include representatives from the business and customers,
and be measurable in terms of business value and acceptable statistical
significance.

o

Third, confirm the availability of representative data, identify the tools and
technology to use, and define the variables.

o

Finally, create a lifecycle testing platform to plan, learn, apply, observe, and
analyze the results of the test mode, and then follow with the execution and
deployment stages of the solution in production mode.

*

Apply proven methodologies to deploy faster and broader. An agile methodology
encourages businesspeople and the developer to work together to create competitive
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advantage focused on the customer by prioritizing individuals and interactions rather
than processes and tools, working software instead of comprehensive documentation,
customer collaboration over contract negotiation and responding to change rather than
following a plan." 3 Advocates of DevOps methodology continually measure the system
and treat all of its components as first-class pieces in the development process."4
Combining DevOps and Agile methodologies supports the introduction of rapid change
and deployment at lower risk by emphasizing incremental delivery, team collaboration,
continuous learning, and planning. The process also must comply with the six phases of
a data-mining project lifecycle (i.e., business understanding, data understanding, data
preparation, modeling, evaluation, and deployment) so as to learn the lessons during the
process and for the deployed solution to trigger new and often more focused business
questions and recommendations."

5

Operating Models and Alignment
Defining a new model, or redefining another business model is a critical success
factor. Artificial intelligence projects require new roles, functions, responsibilities,
competencies, skills, technologies, processes, governance and workflows that reality
imposes when aiming to revisit and redefine the business model, organizational structure,
internal alignment, and accountability. Subsequently, the new requirements cause a cultural
change in the organization. To address that challenge in an organization that is not already
redefined, it is recommended that the new business model be introduced as part of the initial
scope followed by expanding the implementation as the deployment progresses.
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Digital technologies and the importance of data in machine learning and predictive
analytics projects highlights the need to create a data scientist role within the organization
structure. In leading data-driven organizations, a Chief Data Officer (CDO) or Chief
Analytics Officer (CAO) is responsible for data analytics and business intelligence,
including enterprise-wide data governance and use of information as an asset that creates
business value." 6 In organizations that are just undertaking preliminary efforts in data
analytics, or those that are not data-intensive organizations, the CDO or CAO roles may fall
under the Chief Information Officer (CIO) or Chief Technology Officers (CTO), or even
under Chief Marketing Officer (CMO) or Chief Financial Officer (CFO), depending on the
industry.
Having multiple options for implementing analytics in an organizations arises from
the need to define the governance structure: decentralized and functional organizational
structures with analytic teams led by each business unit or function; centralized and
consulting organizations with an analytics group led by an analytics team reporting to the CLevel and collaborating with the various functions; or structured as a Center of Excellence
or federated organization."

7

Despite the hierarchy of reporting or the organization structure,

the importance of data to the business requires assigning responsibility in the organization
that will ensure governance, alignment with the business objectives, and talent acquisition,
development, and retention.
The most crucial element is defining who owns predictive analytics and machine
learning in the organization, and who ensures alignment and interaction with the rest of the
organization. Some companies implement data organizations supported by a team of data
scientists that support business units. Other companies prefer that each business unit has its
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own data businessperson who works with the data department. There are multiple valid
ways to configure a team that is responsible for data management and data strategy.
However, the best framework is one that identifies the person ultimately accountable for the
correct and thorough completion of the project, the responsibles for doing the work to
complete tasks, and those whose opinions are sought, typically subject matter experts; and
guarantee a two-way communication with every person responsible for these tasks.'

8

That

includes the definitions of the role and communication among sales and marketing or
business unit; data, analytics, or technology teams; and support functions like Finance and
Legal.
Additionally, sales and marketing teams should work jointly to design solutions that
improve the quality of interactions and understanding of customer behavior at the various
touchpoints across the entire sales cycle. There should be constant collaboration and
communication throughout the entire sales cycle. The leaders of sales and marketing are
responsible for stating how interactions with customers should change and for validating the
outcomes of the solution on a regular basis. All of those definitions guarantee the internal
alignment that ensures a customer focus and identifies key events that drive customer and
internal decisions. The alignment framework will help to overcome any lingering desire to
continue working with the legacy process and ultimately it fosters a successful rollout.

Autonomy Level, Data, and Model Validation
The first task is defining the level of autonomy in the system. Levels are defined as:
e

Level one is machine-assisted decisions for human tasks, for example, running sales
reports on specific days or during specific hours.
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"

Level two incorporates partial automation of knowledge tasks, such as organizing
incoming information by pre-defined conditions.

* Level three includes conditional automation based on some level of intelligence, such as
.

auto-generated email responses or auto-display of website content

* Level four uses intelligent agents such as virtual assistants that engage with customers in
natural conversation using human-like dialogue between customers and brands. These
systems capture, analyze, and aggregate data and then deliver real - time insights and
learning from current and past interactions. 1 19
"

Level five is a fully automated and intelligent system that does not require any human
attention or interaction.
The higher the level, the more complex are the data and models (algorithms)

required. Most organizations have considerable expertise in the first and second levels of
autonomy. Consequently, levels three and four are the most appropriate stages for capturing
business value and developing systems that outperform humans. At level five, the sales and
marketing technologies for complex sales in the B2B scene are not yet ready to solve such
high levels of complexity with no human interaction.
Data is one of the most valuable assets in today's business. Since machine learning
and predictive analytics solutions create business value from data inputs, and deliver added
business value as outputs, the firm should oversee the data to ensure that the organization is
getting everything it can from its most valuable asset. Clearly, the first critical element of the
system is the data. Unfortunately, firms rarely have consistent programs in place to ensure
high-quality information and mechanisms to improve the value of the dataset. Hence,
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management should guarantee the presence of valuable data for initial experimentation, but
also expand the quality and sources as part of the evolution of the system.
Non-Al-driven systems are uniquely characterized as deterministic in their behavior
because they operate and behave in exactly the same manner. However, Al-driven systems
are non-deterministic in nature as they are constantly learning from new data and new
interactions. 2 0 Therefore, it requires a well-defined validation process and a continuous
improvement methodology to guarantee that increasing accuracy and benefits will be
captured. Training datasets should recognize patterns with no biases toward a particular
class of pattern so as to avoid a class imbalance problem and to achieve optimal
performance models,. If a class imbalance arises, it is imperative to have a clear
understanding of the nature of the problem in order to eliminate the fact that the class of
interest occupies only a small volume within the entire pattern space. 21 The model should
fit at similar levels in training and test sets to avoid overfitting or underfitting in any of the
datasets. Also, validating the consistency and generalization of the model at multiple stages
not only permits evaluation of how the model is performing at a similar level of accuracy in
the training and test datasets, but also increases its precision. Data scientists should apply
risk minimization tools and techniques to diagnose errors, evaluate classifications accuracy,
while increasing the level of precision.
The more complex the model, the less easy it is to understand or explain the reasons
behind the algorithm(s). For example, deep learning models deliver higher levels of
accuracy but are almost impossible to explain or to understand the reasons behind the
results. The trade-off between accuracy and simplicity is one the most critical decisions that
management has to deal with, in order to outperform the market and reduce potential risks.
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Following the recommendation of starting from small proofs of concept or experiments
reduces potential risks and allows the application of progressively more complex learning
methodologies and comparison of results. It is possible to implement different tests to
determine which is the most successful. For example, testing multiple variations of a single
element (like A/B tests), testing multiple elements simultaneously by comparing all possible
combinations of element variants (multivariate test), or exploiting learnings during testing
by allocating a portion of user traffic to identify the best variant of an element while
simultaneously showing that winning variant to the remaining portion of user traffic (multi
arm-bandit). In some cases, learning strategies generate a level of progress and evolution in
the implementation that allows applying end-to-end reinforcement learning, multi-task
learning to solve multiple tasks at the same time, or transferring learning by solving the new
problem with existing models. Validation of the model and algorithms are critical in the
evolution of the implementation and solutions.

Talent Acquisition, Development, and Retention
The primary differentiator between successful and unsuccessful organizations is their
human talent. In data science, humans develop the models and applications that transform
data input into insightful output. The demand for data scientists and analysts, robotics
experts, and artificial intelligence engineers is growing; in fact, during the last three years
these positions have ranked first in job openings and job satisfaction in the US.

22

Initially, those professionals who perform programming and computer science
activities recognize that complex projects will require big data and cloud computing
capabilities, and that they will be required to have mathematical and statistical skills,
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perform machine learning, optimization, and design and visualization activities. In an ever
more competitive and resourceful work context, organizations need employees who not only
have proficiency in scientific know-how to be able to create product innovations, but also
have a comprehension of human nature that helps them recognize consumer needs, so that
conceptual innovations will have markets in which they can be sold. 123 In that sense,
business and domain knowledge, as well as communication skills, are necessary
characteristics to have in the team's skillset to identify and understand the business
challenge and drive a solution with business acumen.
Those ideas imply the need for quantitative knowledge (mathematical and
statistical), technical and computer science (hacking) capabilities, and business (substantive
expertise) skills.12 4 The initiative to implement machine learning and predictive analytics in
sales and marketing requires all of these skills and capabilities. Although it is almost
impossible to find all these characteristics in every team member, it is imperative to have a
well-balanced team with all of the requisite skills adequately allocated in accordance with
the roles and responsibilities of each member in order to achieve a successful
implementation of the initiative. That also brings forward the need for working in
interdisciplinary teams, realizing interdisciplinary tasks, and provide interdisciplinary
thinking. 2 1
However, talent is not just about skills and capabilities. The concept of talent is
multi-dimensional and can be simplified as the product of competence, commitment, and
contribution.1 2 6 Those three components require effort from both the organizations and the
individuals. The primary corporate responsibility is to allocate the right people with the
necessary skills to the appropriate role that allows them to outperform in value contribution
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and generate a sense of belonging and commitment. Additionally, the implementation of
these initiatives demands revisiting the corporate culture to ensure job satisfaction. Two
other elements of job satisfaction are design of a clear career path, and training and
development opportunities that motivate existing employees and attract new ones.
Therefore, the attraction of skilled employees follows the same idea of network effects.
Talent attraction, development, and retention create a reinforcing feedback loop that
increases the probability of leading or losing in the race for prime talent in the market. These
three elements are relevant in the short term, and in the long term for developing a strong
pipeline of talent. Winning the war for excellent talent is the most critical success factor not
only from the employees' point of view but also for effective deployment of the new
operating and business model and for safeguarding the internal alignment in the long run. As
technology continues to evolve and deployment fosters adoption, new skills and technical
capabilities will be required as jobs and roles will change within the organizations. Thus the
organizational culture should be flexible enough to adapt to new challenges and should also
be the driver for developing internal capabilities and attracting new talent. In an ever-faster
business environment, teamwork actions need not only human and technical resources but
also the organizational culture that fosters flexibility, innovation, and collaboration.

Technology Modernization
In the past, technology implementation meant a large initial investment in hardware,
software, and technology consulting services with no clear view of the final benefits.
Today's technology allows a firm to start with a proof of concept or small projects that do
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not require significant upfront investment in technology, followed by investing more as the
deployment requires more computing and storage capabilities.
Legacy systems are not prepared and adapted to leverage a new initiative by
providing a high level of connectivity, storage capability, and file and database management.
Therefore, hyper-converged infrastructure, data storage, and its movement are optimized,
leading to better resource utilization and performance, reducing the Total Cost of Ownership
(TCO) and providing a single and integrated point of administration and monitoring.1
Cloud computing services not only reduce costs by providing service platform capabilities to
develop, run, and manage applications and functionalities but such services also eliminate
most database management complications and the associated efforts that may be required to
build and maintain hardware and software infrastructure.
Distributed systems architecture facilitates the management of distributed storage
and processing of datasets of big data. Apache Hadoop is the most relevant open-source data
framework that allows for distributed processing of large datasets across clusters of
computers using simple programming models. It is possible to leverage cloud computing
capabilities as the data layer for Hadoop by increasing agility and improving cost efficiency
for experimentation and development, allowing flexible integration with different storage
services.
Machine learning, predictive analytics, and optimization capabilities like prediction,
clustering, segmentation, linear and non-linear programming, and detection, are available in
open-source programming language packages like Python, R, Scikit-Learn, and Julia, or in
off-the-shelf software, applications, and cloud API that do not require an understanding of
the statistics and mathematics behind the solution. Another option is to implement a
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company-owned algorithm or model by using libraries like Tensor Fow, Theano, and
CNTK.
Business intelligence and visualization are essential tools for understanding and
sharing data, analyzing information and reports dynamically and intuitively, in real time.
These tools are useful not only for sales and marketing teams to visualize marketing
campaigns, customer activities, and market information, but also for data analytics teams to
track the progress of projects and initiatives and to monitor metrics, controls, version, and
acceptance. There are also specific solutions to track changes and monitor versions of
coding that can be implemented as the deployment progresses.
Collaboration and internal communication tools are vital to keeping teams well
connected. Organizations used to have resources working in different departments,
buildings, cities, and even countries in different time zones. These tools allow teams to share
workspaces where conversations are organized, thus eliminating silos and emphasizing
teamwork and transparency, and creating a sense of community. By replacing the use of
email, these tools create a space for sharing information and create the possibility of
connecting with others by writing, voice, and video, including remote accessibility. Since
the sales process in B2B involves multiple resources, those capabilities become more
valuable by creating channels of communication for a project, topics, opportunities, and
teams.
Because data is one of the most valuable assets of a firm, and owing to increasing
cyber threats, security is becoming more critical at every level. Not just protecting the
network and systems with anti-virus, firewalls, virtual private networks (VPN), and mobile
device management applications but also by securing external applications with cloud access
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security brokers (CASBs). These are on-premises, or cloud-based security policy
enforcement points, placed between cloud service consumers and cloud service providers to
combine and interject enterprise security policies as cloud-based resources are accessed.
As mentioned, a wide range of open-source tools are available today, making it less
expensive to start implementing small machine learning and predictive analytics solutions in
general, and for sales and marketing specifically. As deployment increases, solutions will
likely require more computing, storage, functional and security capabilities. In that case, it is
possible to progressively invest in flexible capabilities that reduce the total cost of
ownership and focus on internal resources to create, capture,and deliver business value.
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CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSIONS

The evolution of technology and its disruptive capabilities are generating exponential
change in the business dynamic, thereby demanding a new focus in order to compete in
today's information technology age. Advancements in computing capabilities and
performance, expansion of the availability and performance of mobile devices and digital
communications, and access to big data and extensive storage capabilities all encourage the
development of more accurate algorithms, giving access to new and democratized
technology resources with higher precision and less cost in additional complexity. These
technologies are shaping a new period of innovations that combine with new applications
and solutions in the sales and marketing field to accelerate returns and improve
performance. The convergence of technologies has enabled experts from several fields to
progress much faster using artificial intelligence. This transformation has set the
groundwork for unlocking the potential of machine learning and predictive analytics by
developing machines that can complete cognitive tasks by learning from algorithms that
make predictions based on data.
To succeed in the B2B environment, firms have to use these technologies to create a
comprehensive customer experience, reduce the sales cycle, guarantee internal alignment,
and increase sales effectiveness. Therefore, sales and marketing leaders now depend on
digital technologies to understand the customer journey. Firms can drive the value of
customers by increasing customer retention, attracting switchers, and increasing customer
profitability. The dynamics and timing aspects of the customer journey incorporate an
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understanding of pre-purchase, purchase, and post-purchase experiences, as well as external
factors and behaviors. Technology enables firms to dynamically capture their customers'
perspectives on a range of touch points. Today's customer journey is an iterative continuum
with customers, and marketing and sales teams now participate in the whole process. By
creating a customer map, firms identify customer purchasing behavior, customer referral
behavior, customer influence behavior, and customer knowledge behavior.
B2B customers use to work internally to explore and analyze possible solutions
available in the market, with little or no direct or personal interaction with the seller. In this
internal process of education, customers research information on the internet and validate
information with partners, clients, and affiliates, etc. At the same time, sellers create a
personalized engagement strategy that meets customer needs and provides customer support
during the knowledge process, as well as capturing customer feedback and insights online.
Brand marketing teams can reach, influence, and engage customers by understanding how
people search at different touchpoints and then encourage them with relevant information,
not only increasing traffic but also engaging the right prospects and nurturing them with
targeted content. Applying diverse sources of firm and customer behavior information allow
sales intelligence to increase the number of prospects and to qualify them based on real-time
big data. It is not just about target precision but also about understanding customers' needs.
Personalized content is one of the key areas where machine learning can be applied.
Marketing content teams can use this technology to discover topics for pre-determined
audiences and define content marketing initiatives based on customer and competitor
information during the strategy and planning stages. Intelligent models can make
recommendations during the process of content curation by using semantic analysis,
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annotation, and sentiment analysis. Automation supports personalization by recommending
other experiences to customers. These methods of personalization help boost customer
engagement and drive their experience during learning and exploration moments. Predictive
modeling analyzes omnichannel customer data and makes recommendations about
marketing content for cross-channel initiatives, thus increasing the possibility of reaching
more potential customers; at the same time, business analytics tools allow measurement of
the performance.
Identification of qualified sales leads is another benefit of machine learning in B2B.
Sales representatives often do not have the time or resources to select the best leads, so they
fall back on their personal knowledge and assumptions to make decisions. These personal
selections can be prone to error and bias.
Another critical aspect of complex sales cycles is acting on time. It is easy to lose
momentum in long-term sales cycle. Predictive modeling prioritizes information based on
"fresh content" as a signal of relevance in the ranking. Classification and clustering methods
detect potential or current customers who have similar attributes. Predictive models work on
a platform that analyzes third-party and company information to score the probability of
customers, thus enabling sales reps to prioritize leads. By matching customers' behaviors,
the model can make recommendations that aim to improve customer retention and promote
successful upselling and cross-selling initiatives. Well-qualified leads not only improve the
probability of winning, but they also improve the efficient use of time and resources since
they are focused on valid sales opportunities.
Another area of value is applying machine learning to gain customer and opportunity
insights. Salespeople need information about customers, markets, segments, opportunities,
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and competitors. Sales organizations have time and resources constraints, so they need to
decide on which opportunities to focus their efforts. Those insights need to be timely in
order to make data-driven decisions and reduce risks by eliminating biases and possible
human error and can facilitate managers from making decisions based on a full range of
information.
Segmentation and account selection are strategic business decisions. Predictive
modeling is useful for creating segments of similar account profiles to improve
segmentation precision and identify new business opportunities. These profiles come
together as the result of classifying customers' signals. The process of selecting accounts
can be assisted by scoring potential customers based on their perceived propensity to buy.
The reduced volume of transactions and fast-changing environment in a long sales cycle
poses challenges for developing accurate models for win propensity prediction. This is a
critical task for sales management and for many applications such as resource optimization
and sales gap analysis.
The more complex the solution, the longer the time-to-quote; the longer the time-toquote, the longer the sales cycle. Therefore, machine-learning solutions can reduce time-toquote and improve price precision by automating and applying artificial intelligence to
product selection, configuration, pricing, quotation, proposal, and contract management.
Predictive models can recommend possible solutions based on information acquired from
similar solutions already implemented, portfolio specifications, third-party products
specifications, and service estimations. Optimization models recommend and adjust price
according to risk assessments of project conditions. Machine-learning algorithms use all this
knowledge to suggest optimum price and discounts and recommend terms based on prior
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history and corporate goals. Additionally, these applications include scenarios and case
management.
These solutions provide significant benefits to the organization, far beyond sales and
marketing. The Product Management team may increase its control by defining rules for
pricing and configuration; the Leadership, Finance and Project execution teams can improve
their forecast accuracy, resource planning, and predictability. Despite all these benefits,
development of these solutions is only in its early stages compared with the evolution of
lead management tools.
Sales and marketing solutions require specific implementation considerations in
order to increase revenue by optimizing customer lifetime value and fostering adoption. The
first strategic consideration is that the implementation needs to prioritize a front-office focus
in order to capture customer value and deliver value to customers. The solution should be
defined, designed, and implemented toward supporting the salesforce on customer-facing
activities and promoting actions and decision making at a business event level (internal and
external). Software modularity and scalability have been considered key criteria for
selecting and implementing new technologies. In addition, current market dynamics require
greater business agility with a focus on flexibility and innovation.
The implementation of machine learning and predictive analytics solutions in sales
and marketing requires specific considerations that foster rapid deployment and internal
advocacy for creating and capturing value. The framework proposes five strategic priorities
as building blocks to succeed.
The first priority is to define the strategic decision and business case. It requires
identifying the most promising business scenarios and outcomes for the project, followed by
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strategically selecting the use of data models that can outperform humans when it comes to
precise and timely classifications and predictions. The business case should be defined as
specific problem statements or business problem scenarios. Implementation should start with
reduced and well-delimited proofs of concept, experiments, or pilots to create a culture of
innovation and flexibility. The evaluation and decisions criteria should assess the level of
risk and uncertainty of the experiment and evaluate the business purpose. Proven
methodologies, such Agile and DepOpvs are encouraged so that deployment is faster and
broader.
Artificial intelligence projects require a new business model and organizational
alignment that includes new roles, functions, responsibilities, competencies, skills,
technologies, processes, governance, and workflows. Sales and marketing teams should
work jointly to design solutions that improve the quality of interactions and understanding of
customer behavior at various touch points across the entire sales cycle.
Defining autonomy level, data, and model validation is another priority of the
strategy. The higher the level of autonomy, the more complex are the data and models
(algorithms) required. Levels three and four are the most appropriate stages for capturing
business value and developing systems that outperform humans. It requires a well-defined
validation process for data and models, and a continuous improvement methodology to
guarantee that increasing accuracy and benefits will be captured. The tradeoff between
accuracy and simplicity is one of the most critical decisions that management has to deal
with in order to outperform the market and reduce potential risks.
Talent acquisition, development, and retention are the primary differentiators
between successful organizations. In data science, humans develop models and applications
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that transform data input into insightful output. Therefore, organizations need employees
who not only have proficiency in scientific know-how to create and apply innovative
solutions, but also have communication skills and business and domain knowledge to
identify and understand business challenges and drive solutions with business acumen.
Programs for attracting, developing, and retaining talent are a necessity for both the short
term and the long term in order to develop a strong pipeline of talent.
Machine learning and predictive analytics solutions require technology
modernization. This need does not demand significant upfront investment in technology.
As deployment increases, solutions will likely require more computing, storage, functional,
and security capabilities. But it is possible to progressively invest in flexible capabilities that
reduce the overall costs of ownership and focus on internal resources that create, capture,
and deliver business value.
Today's exponential evolution of technology enables the creation of business value
by applying machine learning and predictive analytics to sales and marketing in the B2B
sector. This trend is growing at unprecedented levels that facilitate the implementation of
B2B solutions. The challenge resides on making the more appropriate business decisions to
define and design the business case and operating model that facilitate capturing the data,
models, talents, and technologies to accelerate the implementation and ensure adoption to
deliver value.
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